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To Whom it may concern
 
I wish to formally lodge my objection to proposal for Representation for the 2019 ECAN
elections. My main concerns are outlined below

I object to the proposal for Representation for the 2019 elections.
It is an unbalanced and anti-democratic proposal that greatly over represents rural voters and
under represents urban voters.
The power of a vote in Central Christchurch is 40% less than a vote in South Canterbury.
Fair representation is a critical pillar of democracy, guaranteed by the New Zealand Bill of
Rights Act 1990 and the Local Electoral Act 2001.
This representation proposed is so unbalanced that it breaches section 19V(2) of the Local
Electoral Act (the +/- 1-% rule) in four out of the seven constituencies.

I note in 2010 the National Government sacked democratically elected Councillors and replaced them
with Government appointed commissioners. Full democracy has still not been returned, and I am
hugely concerned about the future direction of Christchurch - so much so that I feel it will not be a city
I wish to live in beyond the education of my children in 5 years time. I am considering a move to
Wanaka or Queenstown long term. I have MANY many friends and families thinking the same.
 
Water use and mainly abuse as I notice the Council doing recently is my main issue in Christchurch.
It is our greatest resourse , not unlimited and must be protected.
Yet all I see is council giving it away to dairy farming at such a rate that cannot be sustained long
term
The recent announcement that we find Council has also sold at very small cost the rights for a
Chinese company to draw billions of litres of our water to bottle and sell back to countries where
water to drink is not available
 
If the council carries on we too will be having to buy our water from other areas and very long term we
cannot survive without our water - neither humans , now cows.
 
I am continually horrified at the stupidity of decisions proving time and again the Council are not smart and
should not be able to make such decisions without consultation to the wider commumity - the ratepayer.
EQUAL weight should be given to city residents as is given to Dairy farm residents as decisions cannot be made
by Dairy farms alone.
 
When will you sit up and listen council and ECAN?....the smart ratepayers who feed you currently are all
planning an exodus.
I personally am aware that you have had other letters from your ratepayers mirroring my sentiments ……
Me personally  - I CHOSE to return here after the earthquakes because I believed in the city …however I always
said the length of time I would stay depends entirely on how the council choses to develop the city….I can say
that thus far - its not looking good and clean chlorine free drinking water is a top reason I am here - for
HEALTH….not Dairy Farming. Too much dairy farming in areas not climatically natural for such farming will be
the downfall of us is the long term - not sustainable for our land or our waterways
 
I'm not prepared to spend my rates on a city who doesn't get on board with long term thinking for the health of
its residents rather than the immediate and short term cash cow. A start in the right direction would be ECAN
listening to and valuing the thoughts of the residents and ALL ratepayers equally
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yours sincerely
 
Alexandra Blair
Currently a Christchurch Business owner of 15 years, Homeowner, Ratepayer  +  mum

 
 
Alexandra Blair   BDes (Interior Architecture), NZCAD
Interior Design Ltd
 
136a Major Hornbrook Road, Mount Pleasant,
Christchurch 8081,   New Zealand
PH:+ 64.3.384.5241  FAX: + 64.3.384.5242  MOBILE  021 842 539
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